MATCH REPORT

BANBRIDGE HOCKEY CLUB

MATCH DETAILS
DATE
12/01/2019

RESULT

A

2018/19

TIME
1

0

COMPETITION

16:00

MOSSLEY 5S

ADAM MARSHALL (1)

Banbridge 4s travelled to the Glade to play Mossley 5s in the Junior 4 league on Saturday 12th January. The Banbridge team
consisted of Eliot Haw as goalkeeper, David Morrison, Nigel Allister, Colin Walker and Charlie Keery in defence; Shane Warren,
Michael Cowan, Matthew McClimonds and Ryan Jones in midfield; Corey Large and Cody Large in attack. The only substitute
was Adam Marshall. A special thanks to Fraser Mills Senior for umpiring.
The first half was relatively comfortable for Banbridge. The midfield and defence kept things tight and gave Mossley very few
chances to get anywhere near the circle. Banbridge threatened on numerous occasions, but struggled to play through the
Mossley centre backs. The best opportunities came when Bann moved he ball wide. Corey Large and Matthew McClimonds
linked up well down the right and when they charged down the side line they created space and chances in the circle. Both
Large brothers were unlucky not to get on the score sheet.
Bann were awarded a short corner after a Mossley foot. The ball was pulled out by Ryan Jones for Corey Large to stop. Adam
Marshall hit a fierce some low shot past the keeper to make it 1-0. Mossley did grow into the half and some of their younger
players really impressed during the match. They won a couple of short corners which were well defended and called Eliot Haw
to make some very good saves.
The second half of the game was very feisty. Three yellow cards and a two green cards were handed out which was evidence of
this. Nigel Allister was tackled to the ground a couple of times during the match.
Mossley pushed hard for an equaliser, but the Bann defence stayed tight. Michael Cowan made some excellent tackles and
carried the ball well out of the defence. Charlie Keery and Ryan Jones were very disciplined and Ryan missed a glorious chance
to score a second goal for Bann. Shane Warren proved an excellent outlet and linked the defence and attack to start fast
counters. David Morrison and Colin Walker made some key tackles and a couple of breaks in the second half.
The final whistle went and the match finished 1-0. An important victory on the road against a competitive Mossley side.
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